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In August of 2021, the Taliban assumed complete control of Afghanistan nearly 20 years after the 

American offensive against it. With the last American troops fleeing Kabul on the intervening 

night of 14th and 15th August, Kabul was left open for capture by the Taliban. President Ghani had 

fled the country and most local militias had either joined the Taliban or surrendered to them. This 

final capture of the entire state came after a long months-long campaign by the Taliban to overrun 

held government-held positions across the country. The rapid fall of the provincial capitals in the 

North combined with a continued fallback of the foreign forces in Afghanistan shocked the globe. 

Many analysts across the spectrum questioned this collapse of the Afghan security forces and their 

inability to hold onto defensive positions.  

The US-led military intervention in Afghanistan in October of 2001 by the US and its allies 

marked the first direct military involvement by western allied forces in the country. This campaign 

was backed primarily by the UK which supplied personnel, intelligence and resources to the US 

and NATO also invoked its Article 5 calling for the common defense of any of its members if they 

are attacked. Over the course of the bombings, the US destroyed critical military infrastructure of 

the Taliban and with the help of local militias like the Northern front were able to push back the 

Taliban from all major cities. By March 2002, with the Taliban scattered around rural villages, the 

US began to move its resources for its invasion of Iraq which was ruled by Saddam Hussain. By 

the end of 2001, a transition government was set up by the Bonn Agreement in Germany. This 

agreement was followed by the United Nations Security Council Resolution 1386 which 

established an international peacekeeping force in Afghanistan called the ‘International Security 

Assistance Force’ (ISAF). This force comprised of troops from all the allied nations and was meant 

to ensure stability in the nation. Initially, the ISAF was the sole policing and defense force in 



Afghanistan barring some local militias.1 However, post-2009, NATO and its allies realized the 

need for specialized Afghan forces who can fight the Taliban in its own territories.  

In April of 2009, NATO decided to create the NATO Training Mission- Afghanistan (NTM-A) 

to finalize a structure for the training of the Afghan National Army (ANA) and the Afghan National 

Police (ANP). Previously, NATO has primarily focused on providing assistance in terms of 

weapons and technology, however, a poorly trained ANA held back the campaign against the 

Taliban and al-Qaeda. The NTM-A efforts will focus primarily on a restructuring of the Afghan 

police at the local and district level. This on-ground training and changes within the ANP will help 

it counter the resurging radical forces in the nation. This program began the US involvement in 

the training, support, and sustenance of the security forces in Afghanistan. Since 2009, the US has 

spent nearly 88 billion dollars on upgrading and training the ANA and the ANP. However, despite 

an ample budget and the expertise of American Marines and the army did not help the ANA 

standup to the Taliban offensive that swept through the country2. 

The eventual collapse of the Afghan security forces was catalyzed by various factors some 

including the Afghan administration but also the inefficiency of the allies in implementing training 

programs. The major factor affecting the performance of the Afghan security forces was corruption 

that was widespread on a frightening scale. From the highest ranks on the ministry of defense to 

the local militia leaders assigned temporary powers by the US and its allies, corruption grew to 

completely hollow out the Afghan defense structure. Adding on these woes was the strategic use 

of such bribes by the Taliban to successfully influence local tribal leaders to stand down and align 

themselves with the Taliban. John Sopko, the Special Inspector General on Afghanistan (SIGAR) 

put out various reports on the gross mismanagement and corruption by local and foreign 

functionaries in Afghanistan. One of the examples of this was the US contract to buy and refurbish 

20 G222 planes for the Afghan Air Force. The contract was such a catastrophic failure that 16 of 

the 20 planes were sold for scrap at a paltry $40,000 due to poor maintenance. This pattern 

followed more often than not when large sums of money allocated to source military equipment 
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were siphoned off and substandard equipment was delivered. Another major avenue of concern 

regarding the Afghan army was its numbers. Afghan officials have often claimed some 320,000 

members serving in the Army and police corps; however, these numbers are said to be grossly 

inflated as SIGAR placed their numbers close to 280,000. This misrepresentation of soldiers 

employed allowed the military commanders to manipulate wage payments by the American and 

so millions of dollars worth of salaries for these ‘ghost soldiers’ has been lost. 3 

It is essential to note that all these levels of corruption led to demoralized police and security force 

forces. With the Taliban offensive starting off in May, many outposts run by already impoverished 

local officials were cut off from salaries and supplies for weeks on end. This lack of support 

coupled with dwindling American reinforcements led to the early fall of various strategic positions 

in the north. As stated before, the poor conditions and endemic corruption within the armed forces 

also allowed the Taliban to easily influence and bribe police and army officials to switch sides or 

drop arms. Many in the armed forces when faced with the Taliban assault simply chose not to fight 

as morale reached an time all-time low due to no supplies. These gaps in the supply chains as well 

as dwindling morale finally led to a complete breakdown of any coordinated defense that the 

military could offer. Corruption in the maintenance and functioning of aircraft also rendered the 

Afghan Air Force useless during many battles.  

In conclusion, the demise of the Afghan security forces was not specific to the Taliban takeover 

but had started long before. Endemic corruption within all ranks of the police and the army 

compiled with poor oversight by the donor countries created a gut of financing and equipment. 

Major orders for the Afghan military as placed by the US were either of substandard quality or 

never delivered and local and foreign contractors siphoned off the grant money. The withdrawal 

of the allied forces from Afghanistan came with an understanding of self-rule in the country by its 
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elected government. However, poor planning along with inefficient aid and aid processing systems 

doomed the country to fall into the hands of the Taliban.  


